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context or L1-relevant, and 2 is for a proper response or
L2-relevant.
Table 1 shows some sample conversation from the
training corpus which was collected from a social media
called SINA Weibo. These conversation is ranked 2 by the
organizer.

Abstract
In this paper, we report how we build the system for
Chinese subtask in NTCIR12 Short Text Conversation
(STC) shared task. Our approach is to find the most related
sentences for a given input sentence. The system is
implemented based on the Lucene search engine. The
result shows that our system can deal with the conversation
that involves related sentences.

Table 1. Sample examples of short text conversation
Post
train-post-10010

Keywords: Short Text Conversation; Search Engine; text
similarity;

ࢄϺఁำࡸׇΑǶ
(Last night, my process
died.)

1. Introduction
Dialogue between human and computer is a challenge
task. A system that can give a proper response to any input
sentence requires various kinds of knowledge, such as
natural language understanding, language inference and
common sense. Although there are some commercial
systems in real world for some specific domains, it requires
lots of data and research to achieve a better dialogue system.
As a simplified dialogue task, the Short Text
Conversation (STC) shared task in NTCIR 12 is aimed to
build a system that can give a response to a given post [7].
STC can be regarded as a one round dialogue. The system
searches for a collection of short comments as a potential
response. The short comments was collected from social
media by the task organizers.
Given the input post A, the system will search the
repository and find a proper response. Since all the
sentences in repository were not designed responses to the
post A, it is assumed that the responses can be reused. This
assumption might not be true, and the shared task is a way
to verify how the sentences can be reused and make the
conversation acceptable to human.
At the training stage of the task, the organizer announced
a training corpus, which consists of both posts and response
comments, the participants can create their own systems
that can retrieve candidate responses. At the formal run
stage, the organizer announced 100 formal test posts. The
participants’ systems should return 10 response comments
for each post. The organizers will manually check the
conversation and give a relevant score from 0 to 2, where
0 is for not proper or L0-relevant, 1 is for marginal in the

train-post-10390
ѝाԖߞЈǴΓ҉僴ό㜘
债Ƕ(With confidence, one
will never be defeated.)
train-post-11120
㜾ך㚚Γགྷϼӭޑ㟭ংǴ
ઓ䶈൩㜘䠃ள௵གǶ
(When I thing intensively, I
become to sensitive.)

Response Comment
repos-cmnt-1025051760! (2)
㤓ي䶈㛅㠤ޑΓᓨᓨ㛐俟ၡ
㠤 Ƕ Ƕ Ƕ Ƕ Ƕ (As a person
with the same experience, I
cannot say anything.)
repos-cmnt-1027397270! (2)
Ծ ρ ा 䶒 Ծ ρ ߞ Ј Ƕ (You
should have confidence.)
repos-cmnt-1034226450! (2)
䜀 Ԝ  ךा 䠃 ள ό ௵ ག
(Therefore, I shall become less
sensitive.)

train-post-12000
ΞϺ䶌 ״Πӣৎ 7Eleven ߡ㜾㤆ࢂ҉لک
䬭ǻ(On my way home, you
want me buy lunch a boxed
meal or soy milk?)

repos-cmnt-1012480480! (2)
҉لک䬭ᄦ (soy milk is on
the list)

The paper is organized as follows: The methodology is
briefly described in section 2. We describe our system in
section 3. The result is shown and discussed in section 4.
Section 5 gives the conclusion and future works.

2. Methodology
The task is about conversation; however, since the amount
of candidate comments are quite large and the system has
to give ten responses for each input post, we treat it as an
information retrieval task. Our main approach to the task is
to extract suitable search terms for each post and try to find
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comments with the search terms in the repository as the
candidate responses. Our system then ranks the candidates
according to the level or relevance and returns the top ten
sentences as the system result for one input post.
Input
comments

Input posts

Preprocessing

Preprocessing

Word
Segmentation

Word
Segmentation

Index
building

Search term
generation

repos-cmnt1000000020
repos-cmnt1000000030

repos-cmnt1000009420

repos-cmnt1000008920

Table 3 shows some sample posts as the input of the
system. The same preprocessing will be proceeded.
Id
train-post10010

Search

train-post10020
train-post10030
train-post10040

Ranking

Result

train-post10050

Figure 1. System flowchart

Table 3. Sample posts
post
ࢄϺఁำࡸׇΑǶ
(Yesterday evening the program
terminated unexpectedly.)
Ϟఁεᓓ:ᇬۘᇬФ௨
(Special dinner: steak Hao Shang Hao)
䣅р䠁٦ڙ㠬Ӏ㺏
(Ready to enjoy the sunny beaches)
ډৎΑǴག佩ӳ㵍ធୟ
*HWKRPHIHHOLQJZDUP
ϞఁЬѺدᙒޑ㲢ଚǶ
(Tonight the main course is the
collected rice wine.)

3.2 Word Segmentation
Word segmentation is the first step for any Chinese
information retrieval system. Our system adopts an open
source word segmentation tool Jcseg [2], the version
number is 1.9.4. According to the website, the tool is an
implementation of mmseg algorithm [2], the test accuracy
is 98.41%. Jcseg can be integrated with Lucene and work
well for simplified Chinese.

3. System architecture
Our system flow chart is shown in figure 1, which consists
of preprocessing module, word segmentation, index
building, search engine, search term generation, and
ranking module.!
!

3.1 Preprocessing
In the preprocessing module, our system will modify the
input sentence by filtering out some characters. Table 2
shows some sample comments that contain characters that
will course trouble for the next modules, such as “  ”,
“”, “න”, “”, and “ ɴ ”. Although these symbols,
known as emoticans, also show the emotion in the text, we
cannot process them in our system. We also normalize the
punctuation symbols.

3.3 Indexing and Search
To retrieve candidate response from the given comment
corpus, our system uses open source tool Lucene [3] as our
search engine.
Lucene was created by Doug Cutting, which is a full text
search engine that can be used to build various
applications.[1] We use the JAVA version to build our
system. After filtering out stop word, the Lucene index
builder can build an index for a collection of documents.
Then the search engine can retrieve documents with the
search terms efficiently. The default ranking mechanism is
the TF/IDF ranking mechanism.

Table 2. Sample comments
comment

Id
repos-cmnt1000000010

ό㜘ۉ吠փ
(Shouldn’t the family name be Bau?)
ᖓਢᥟ䯢Αύѧϸᆭ㜞ЈǴ䢊㜞䧱䧭
ᵫύѧǴѺԴ߁όЋ傹!
(The Bo case reflects the determination
of central government on anticorruption. Beat the tigers without
hesitation!)
  Ắร/ନรӑ㝫ڬ佡ਏන Ԗཀޣ
ё世ךس
5HPRYH$FQH$FQHPDUNZLWKLQ
WZRZHHNVHIIHFWLYHFRQWDFW
PH
֞Դηୟɴɴɴ (Do not defraud me)

ϼӒ劰Α
(It is too dangerous)
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4. Experiment Result

4.3 Discussions
After the formal run, we find that there are some drawbacks
in our system. The first one is that we treat the task as an
information retrieval task and only try to find related
sentence as the response. This is not a comprehensive
approach to the task. A better understanding is needed for
a conversation.
A technical problem that we met is the word
segmentation. The lexicon of the word segmentation
system is not rich enough to cover the vocabulary used in
the corpus, especially the lack of specific terminology.
More lexicon is needed; therefore, we have to collect new
words from various sources.
Ranking of the retrieved comments is also an issue.
Since our system tends to retrieve related sentence, the
candidate sentences show no compassion at all, and this
makes the system output not as a good conversation.

4.1 Formal run results
The result of the formal run of the Chinese subtask STC
task is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Formal run results in STC task
Run

Mean
nDCG@1

Mean P+

Mean
nERR@10

Best results in
formal run

0.3567

0.5082

0.4945

cyut-C-R1

0.2233

0.3851

0.3608

4.2 Formal run Evaluation Measures
The evaluation metrics of the STC is based on the three
metrics: mean nDCG@1, mean P+, and mean nERR@10.
!
4.2.1 nDCG@1
The nDCG is an IR metrics that takes the ranking into
account. A system can get the highest score if the system
ranks the retrieved document perfectly. According to the
organizer, the nG@1 is defined as:

4.4 System Analysis
There are some test posts that our system gives good
response. Such as the following example in Table 4. We
can find that in these cases, our system searches the
sentences with most terms in the posts and finds L2relevant responses. Because similar terms can construct
similar sentences, and sometimes, in a good conversation,
to confirm what is said is a good response.

݃ሺͳሻ
ǡሺͳሻ
݃ כሺͳሻ
which only considered the top 1 answer. And the only
possible g() values are 0, 1/3, and 1. Corresponding to the
0, 1, and 2 manually labelled score. g*() represents the
perfect result.
݊ ͳ̷ܩൌ

Table4. Sample cases that our system can output more
L2-relevant responses
Post

4.2.2 nERR@10
Expected Reciprocal Rank (ERR) [3] is also used. The
ሺሻ
score of a retrieved document is defined as ሺݎሻ ൌ ಹ ,
ଶ
where H denotes the highest relevance level, in the STC
task is 2. Therefore, if the retrieved document is L2relevant, ሺݎሻ ൌ ͵ΤͶ ; if the retrieved document is L1relevant, ሺݎሻ ൌ ͳΤͶ;
if the retrieved document is L0-relevant, ሺݎሻ ൌ Ͳ .
Normalized ERR at a cutoff 10 is as follows:

repos-cmnt-1038680270 径䥣
❶ⶪ䘬╏♋炻伶ᷥ䘬⬩朁
(Far away from the noisy city,
beautiful quietness)

test-post-10010 径䥣❶
ⶪ炻ㇵ⼿⬱⬩ˤ

repos-cmnt-1037175540 徥徸
ℭ⽫䘬⬱⬩炻恋ᷰὧ㗗径䥣
Ḯ⬱⬩ˤ
(Looking for the quietness
inside, is drifting from
quietness.)

test-post-10300 ᾅ ㊩ ᷸ 奪
䘬䓇㳣⾩⹎ˤġ
(Keep an optimistic outlook
on life.)

4.2.3 P+
The  ା metric, similar to ERR, was proposed in AIRS
2006 [4]. Given a ranking list, let ݎ be the rth document in
the list. Just as the weighting in ERR is (1/r), in P+ the
weighting is BR(r):
ܴܤሺሻ ൌ

test-post-10010 径 䥣 ❶
ⶪ炻ㇵ⼿⬱⬩ˤ
(Far away from the city, then
quietness could be found)

(Far away from the city,
then quietness could be
found)

ͳ
σଵ
ୀଵ ܲݎாோோ ሺݎሻ ቀ  ݎቁ
ሺʹሻ
݊ Ͳͳ̷ܴܴܧൌ
ͳ
כ
σଵ
ୀଵ ܲݎாோோ ሺݎሻ ቀ  ݎቁ

Response Comment

repos-cmnt-1018944480 ᷸奪
䘬䓇㳣⾩⹎㚨慵天
(Optimistic attitude towards
life is most important)

There are some test posts that our system cannot give good
response. Such as the following example in Table 5. Again,
our system searches the sentences with most terms in the
posts but finds L0-relevant responses. Since these terms
means differently in the posts and in the comments, the
response makes little sense in the conversation.

σୀଵ ܫሺ݇ሻ  σୀଵ ݃ሺ݇ሻ
ሺ͵ሻ
 ݎ σୀଵ ݃ כሺ݇ሻ

Where g and g* are defined as in nDCG.
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Table5. Sample case that our system can only output
more L0-relevant responses
Post
test-post-10860ġ⇃᷂⯙⁷
ᶳ㡳炻Ἀ㚱⮡ㇳ炻Ữ㚨⣏
䘬⮡ㇳ㯠径悥㗗Ἀ冒ˤ
(Being an entrepreneur is
like playing chess, you have
opponents, but the biggest
rival will always be
yourself.)
test-post-10960 ӵ݀գ׆
ఈ䯢ӧᢳ㠤ѐόӕǴ俩ࣴ
ز㠤ѐǶ
(If you want to be different
from the past, study the
past.)

Type
1

Response Comment
repos-cmnt-1001791750 ⇃᷂
侭炻㗗忂彯䪆ḱ⮡ㇳḮ妋冒
䘬ġġ
(Entrepreneurs
learn
themselves by understanding
their competitors)

2
Post

repos-cmnt-1001458230 䯢ӧ
ޑѰࢴǴςฅᢳ㠤ѐޑѰࢴ
όӕΑǶ
(The current left wing, is
different already from the left
wing in the past.)

Response
Comment
3

We find that sentences with similar meaning can be a good
response, although not the only way to make a good
conversation. And we also find that, the sentences that
looked similar to a post but have different meanings are not
good responses.

Post

Response
Comment

4.5 The relationship between post and responses
By observing the training set, we find that there some
communication types between the posts and their
responses. Here we list 7 major types: sympathy,
confirmation, reply to information, sarcasm, Nonsense, ask
back, and envy. Examples are given in Table 6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Post and response example
train-post-10010 ࢄϺఁำࡸׇ
ΑǶ
Post
(Yesterday evening the program
terminated unexpectedly.)
repos-cmnt-1025051760 㤓ي䶈㛅㠤
ޑΓᓨᓨ㛐俟ၡ㠤ǶǶǶǶǶ(As a
Response
person with the same experience, I
Comment
cannot say anything.)

4
Post

Sympathy
The response shows feelings of pity and sorrow for
the misfortune in the post.
Confirmation
The response is confirming the opinion or
information in the post.
Reply to information
Whey post is a query for some kind of information,
the response should be a reply to the question.
Sarcasm
Some response is laughing or deny the idea in the
post.
Nonsense
Nonsense some time is a kind of humor; however,
literally the response is nonsense.
Ask back
Some responses are questions that ask back the
same thing in the posts.
Envy
Some response shows the feeling of envy to the
post.

Response
Comment

5
Post

Response
Comment
6
Post

Response
Comment

Table6. Sample case that relationship between post
and responses in the training set
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train-post-10110 தѺԳЛౚǴ勵ٛ
勹ੰ
(By playing badminton regularly, one
can prevent the cervical disease)
repos-cmnt-1015755620
ό凿ό
凿Ǵॶள㚬
(good idea, worthy of promotion)
train-post-10310 ҃ڬѐΟ䜦ވǴԖ
ᾤǻǼ
(Visisting Sanya this weekend, so
what's recommended? !)
repos-cmnt-1037288230 䜦䞏㵈Ǵ䮔
䥨ߘ݅(λܻ϶侖)ނǴ㵍ࢨ(ԴΓ
഻㝔)
(Yalong Bay, rainforest (for kids to
learn plant), hot springs (good for
elderly))
train-post-11200 হ Ϻ Ԗ Α 㤄 㚚 ൰
ηǴ䣜䣜ӆΨό㢢ЈךਘΑǼ
(With this summer hat, my mother no
longer worried that I will be tan!)
repos-cmnt-1026413870
㮅

ΑǶǶǶ
(Tan enough)

train-post-10260 གྷѐݓ㜾ξ Ԗགྷӕ
ෞޑΧǻ
(Anybody want to travel Wudang with
me?)
repos-cmnt-1044036510 ࠖࠖ ךΨӳ
གྷ俩գѐ KTV
(Haha I really want to ask you to go
KTV)
train-post-11230 ന۩ᅽޑ٣Ǵವ㠤
ΪԖ㚚Γ䦧ࢂ഻㝔գ䥾ЈǶǶ
(Nothing is more happier than
someone always loves to make you
happy. .)
repos-cmnt-1018063370 գ䥾Ј۩
ᅽ䠋ǻ
(Is the one who making you happy
happy?)
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7

Post

Response
Comment

train-post-11440 הόΑΑǴϞఁε
ӞԲԺǴѐОޑ٣ܴϺҬ䶒ύ㞉
~
(Can’t put up tonight for eating
mutton, the consequence left to the
Traditional Chinese Medicine doctors
tomorrow ~)
repos-cmnt-1029818590 ࣮ளॻαН
ⒿޑǶǶ
(Make my saliva ticks. .)

Response
Comment
7

Response
Comment

According to the types that we observed, we find a new
way based on the analogy word embedding to get the
proper responses. A post A and a response B in the training
set can be coupled to find the best response D for a test post
C by the analogy A:B = C:D.
We adopted the wor2vec toolkit by Mikolovs [5] to
conduct the experience. The toolkit in python can be found
atGitHub[6]. Some result is shown in Table 8.

Table7. Sample case that relationship between testpost and responses in the test set
1

2

Post and response example
test-post-10050 εԐǴӚᳪѺ
Post
ࠖЖޑǴԖЕԖ
repos-cmnt-1029825440 䦽 Α Ǵ ך
䶈தଆ൩ѺࠖЖǴԶЪ䶈த
Response
䝀ࢉѺࠖЖ......
Comment

Response
Comment
3

Post
Response
Comment

4

Table8. The experimental results by analogy approach
1

Post

Post

test-post-10010 僴ࠤѱǴωளӼ
ᣖǶ
repos-cmnt-1044486650 僴  ࠤ ѱ
ޑ䡮Ǵᣖ䁬ठ僴

Post A

Response
Comment B
test-post-10310 ёऀᔎ侰䣅㜘㛱ך
䜹ޑғࢲԋϙΧ㪰ޑቹ㥀ǻ
repos-cmnt-1007666350 Е Ԗ ቹ
㥀Ǵྣதғࢲ

Post C
Response
Comment D

test-post-10320 ϺϺ൩ޕၰऑญǴ
㤄ԛญऑΑփǼ
repos-cmnt-1035749290 ࠖ ࠖ Ǵ 
ऑΑ

2

Post
Response
Comment

6
Post

Post A
Response
Comment B

Response
Comment

5

test-post-10340 ख़䥳λߘǴΟϖΓ
䡼֤О凫Ǽ३Ӟ㛐俟Ƕ
repos-cmnt-1011999470 གྷ Ӟ ୟ Ǵ
ࢬαНΑǶ

4.6 Analogy Approach

We also find examples in the test set. As shown in table 7.

Type

Post

repos-cmnt-1040207300 գ 䜹 ӧ ߙ
䤱ǻ

Post C
test-post-10060 Ϟ Ϻ 䞏 㛅 ҅ Д Μ
ǴࢂॻޑрғВǴઔᅽǼ
repos-cmnt-1023807350  ے௲ ߞ һ
ԾҗǴࠖࠖǴ׆ఈΜ॔Ψঅ䮈
ԋՕǴٗёࢂ㡚ৎϐ۩Ƕ

train-post-10010 ࢄϺఁำࡸׇ
ΑǶ
(Yesterday evening the program
terminated unexpectedly.)
repos-cmnt-1025051760 㤓ي䶈㛅㠤
ޑΓᓨᓨ㛐俟ၡ㠤ǶǶǶǶǶ(As a
person with the same experience, I
cannot say anything.)
test-post-10000 ߙډ䤱Ǵ㚚Кӑຝ
׳ӳࠤޑѱǶډΑωགྷଆО傰౻ב
䶒冗Α
repos-cmnt-1004656480
ӗ
Ո
ΑǶǶǶǶ
train-post-10110 தѺԳЛౚǴ勵ٛ
勹ੰ
repos-cmnt-1000118190 ӳǼ
test-post-10010 僴  ࠤ ѱ Ǵ ω ள Ӽ
ᣖǶ
repos-cmnt-1004656480 㤄㚚ӳǼ

Response
Comment D
3

Post A
Response
Comment B

test-post-10000 ߙډ䤱Ǵ㚚Кӑ
ຝ׳ӳࠤޑѱǶډΑωགྷଆО傰
౻ב䶒冗Α

Post C
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train-post-10050 ϞఁЬѺدᙒޑ㲢
ଚǶ
repos-cmnt-1045083900 㲢ଚ䥷俗䤔
䤔刭ѳޑǶ
test-post-10000 ߙډ䤱Ǵ㚚Кӑຝ
׳ӳࠤޑѱǶډΑωགྷଆО傰౻ב
䶒冗Α
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Response
Comment D
4

Post A
Response
Comment B
Post C

this approach can be used in broader cases that keyword
search approach does not work well.

repos-cmnt-1020438170 Πԛӣࠖ㛲
㺈ाѐ࣮࣮Ƕ

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

train-post-11200 হ Ϻ Ԗ Α 㤄 㚚 ൰
ηǴ䣜䣜ӆΨό㢢ЈךਘΑǼ
repos-cmnt-1026413870
㮅

ΑǶǶǶ
test-post-10030 ఁуᓓΑǴӧ䤊卞
㝨സԲ䬛
repos-cmnt-1045759290 㤄㚚ښၰё
䦭ЈΑǶǶǶǶǶ

In this paper, we report how we build the system for
Chinese subtask in STC shared task. Our system can find
the most related comments for a given input post.
There are some future works to improve the system. The
first one is to enlarge the lexicon of the word segmentation
system. Many new terms appear in the test post; in addition
to human name and place name, there are new Internet
slams. These out-of-vocabulary terms do decrease the
performance of our system, and we need to collect them
from the Internet regularly.
The type of posts are also need to explore. There are
many posts involved in social events and entertainments.
The conversation is not just question answering, it also
contains discussions on subjects in many cases. A proper
response in these cases should be a confirmation on the
opinion or give a counter question.
The ranking of the responses can be a separate issue.
Ranking by learning is a promising approach. Since it is
not a retrieval task or a question answering task, the
ranking reason should be more subtle than traditional
TF/IDF.

Response
Comment D

5

Post A
Response
Comment B
Post C
Response
Comment D

train-post-10400 ѺౚΓࡰҘӊ
Α߄Ңࡐڙ䝃Ǿ
repos-cmnt-1024991800
Ժ㠆
߄Ңࡐڙ䝃Ǵ㛐ູΓԌ㤄㲢Յ
൰η
test-post-10130
䶁Ϊ࣮ډ仒Ϻ
Ǽ֥کϺᣅ saybyeǼ
repos-cmnt-1005597660
ёόགྷ
ԋфޑΓ൩҉僴ό㜘ԋф
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Response
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Response
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The results shown in Table 8 have some interesting
characteristics that are quite different from the results of
our system in the official runs. Since the analogy approach
do not rely on the keyword search technology, the response
contains no keywords of the post in most cases. And still,
the responses make sense in these cases. We believes that
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